
 
 
May 29, 2020 
 
Alicia Barton  
President & CEO NYSERDA 
17 Columbia Circle 
Albany, NY  12203 

Re: GJGNY 0% Financing Program & Companion Loan 

Dear Ms. Barton: 

I am writing on behalf of the Building Performance Contractors’ Association (BPCA) of New York State to 
express our solid support for NY-GEO’s proposal to allow additional GJGNY 0% financing for significant 
energy efficiency upgrades.   

We expect the promise of 0% financing to result in many signed contacts and clean energy jobs being 
restored.  This proposal shows that a relatively small investment in energy efficiency can clear the way 
for the latest and greatest clean energy and renewable tech being deployed here in NYS. 
BPCA stakeholders and Board members are in agreement with NY-GEO on this proposal. 

 A “companion” loan allowing for an additional $25,000 (total $50,000) to combine major energy 
efficiency upgrades 

 50% Contractor Loan Advance on the total loan amount on signing a contract 
 Lower Interest Rates for Residential Borrowers Above 120 AMI  
 Savings to Investment Ratio (SIR) calculations should include the Federal Tax Credit for GSHPs and 

Solar Installations while also considering equipment replacement costs 

We believe the Governor’s Clean Energy targets can be met only if we begin to “bump up the volume” 
on all fronts.  Financing is a major hurdle for building owners, but one that pays for itself in a relatively 
short period of time – sometimes generating positive cash flow almost immediately. A companion loan 
will also help to identify “repeat customers” that want to continually improve their homes & businesses 
in a phased approach to reducing energy waste.   
  

We really do appreciate all your efforts on this! 
Sincerely, 

 
Conrad Metcalfe 
BPCA-NYS 
(607) 327-0583 
conrad@home-performance.org 
 
The Building Performance Contractors’ Association (BPCA) of New York State is a 20-year old non-profit trade association 
whose 200+ members are primarily energy efficiency contracting companies, building science consultants, and Energy Star 
Raters.  BPCA is working to grow the “building performance” industry (and the businesses of our members) through market 
transformation for energy efficiency services.  We educate consumers on the benefits of whole-house energy efficiency.  We 
train contractors on advanced building performance diagnostics and energy efficiency retrofit best practices. We advise 
program implementers and legislators on policies that will generate a vibrant market for energy efficiency services.   
 
Cc:  Commissioners Rhodes et. al. 
NYSERDA Treasurer Pitkin  
Janet Joseph 
Donovan Gordon 


